Abstract. This paper deals with the Stochastic-Point Location (SPL) problem. It presents a solution which is novel in both philosophy and strategy to all the reported related learning algorithms. The SPL problem concerns the task of a Learning Mechanism attempting to locate a point on a line. The mechanism interacts with a random environment which essentially informs it, possibly erroneously, if the unknown parameter is on the left or the right of a given point which also is the current guess. The first pioneering work [6] on the SPL problem presented a solution which operates a one-dimensional controlled Random Walk (RW) in a discretized space to locate the unknown parameter. The primary drawback of the latter scheme is the fact that the steps made are always very conservative. If the step size is decreased the scheme yields a higher accuracy, but the convergence speed is correspondingly decreased.
Introduction
Learning algorithms which operate within a known domain (for example, within the unit interval), generally work by moving from their current location to a new point within its immediate neighborhood. The step size of the migration depends on the learning parameter, where a smaller step size leads to a slower but more accurate convergence, and conversely, a larger step size leads to a faster but less accurate convergence. In this paper, we propose a completely novel strategy regarding how one can move around within the domain of interest. Rather than consider the domain as a single interval, we model it is a sequence of increasingly larger intervals mapped onto an underlying Binary Search Tree (BST). Thus, effectively, we are operating a Random Walk (RW) on a BST, where the steps of the RW need not necessarily be in the close proximity of the current point. The most incredible facet of this strategy is that the RW converges to the underlying optimum point -even if the environment providing the information to the learning algorithm is faulty or erroneous.
The problem we investigate is Stochastic Point Location (SPL) [6] problem which can be described as follows. Consider the problem of a robot (algorithm, Learning Mechanism (LM)) moving along the real line attempting to locate a particular point λ * . To assist the mechanism, we assume that it can communicate with an Environment ("Oracle"), which guides it with information regarding the direction in which it should go. If the Environment is deterministic, the problem is the "deterministic point location problem", which has been studied rather thoroughly. In an initial version, Baeza-Yates et al. [1] presented the problem in a setting such that the Environment could charge the robot a cost that is proportional to the distance it is from the point sought for. The question of having multiple communicating robots locate a point on the line has also been studied by Baeza-Yates et al. [1, 2] . In the stochastic version of this problem pioneered by Oommen [6, 8, 9] , the LM attempts to locate a point in an interval with stochastic (i.e., possibly erroneous), instead of deterministic, responses from the Environment. Thus, when it should really be moving to the "right" it may be advised to move to the "left" and vice versa, with a nonzero probability.
Bentley and Yao [3] solved the deterministic point-location problem of searching in an unbounded space by examining points f (i) and f (i+1) at two successive iterations between which the unknown point lies, and by doing a binary search between them.
Unlike the work of Bentley and Yao [3] , the faulty nature of the feedback from the Oracle in the SPL problem would render the latter task extremely intriguing and challenging. In fact, in [3] , by virtue of the "correctness" nature of the feedback provided by the Oracle, the LM is able to confidently discard an entire interval from the search space each time it queries the Oracle. This approach would not be directly applicable to the SPL, as wrongly discarding a region that contains λ * would mislead the LM. In this paper, we aim to design novel hierarchical learning schemes for solving the SPL problem that tolerate faulty feedback.
The main drawback of the state-of-the-art solution to the Stochastic-Point Location (SPL) problem reported in [6] is that the steps are always very conservative. If the step size is increased, the scheme converges faster, but the accuracy is correspondingly decreased. While if the step size is decreased the scheme yields a higher accuracy, but the convergence speed is correspondingly decreased.
In this paper we introduce the Hierarchical Stochastic Searching on the Line (HSSL) solution to the SPL problem. In the HSSL solution, as alluded to above, we structure the space as a binary tree. The algorithm then orchestrates a controlled RW on this space.
To informally clarify this, we preface our discussion by mentioning that for generations, the technique of searching a sorted list using "Binary Search" has been proven to outperform a controlled walk in the deterministic context. In the HSSL, this same principle has been extended to the SPL by discretizing the parameter space with a multilevel hierarchy, and performing the above-mentioned controlled RW on this space. The heart of the strategy involves performing controlled moves on a space structured as a tree, and then intelligently pruning the space using a hierarchical stochastic search. The rationale of the solution is to take advantage of the tree structure of the search space in order to enhance the search speed. This would enable the LM to quickly explore the search space and hopefully, focus its visits on the region that contains λ * . Apart from the problem being of importance in its own right, it also has potential applications in solving optimization problems. The details of this are omitted here, but can be found in [6] .
Related Work
Oommen [6] proposed and analyzed an algorithm that operates on a discretized search space while interacting with an informative Environment ((i.e. p > 0.5). This algorithm takes advantage of the limited precision available in practical implementations to restrict the probability of choosing an action to only finitely many values from the interval [0, 1], which also enables the analysis of the scheme.
The solution proposed in [6] for the SPL problem functions as follows. The space in which the search is conducted is first sliced by subdividing the unit interval into N steps {0, 1/N, 2/N, . . . , (N − 1)/N, 1}, and a larger value of N will ultimately imply a more accurate convergence to the unknown λ*. The algorithm then invokes a controlled RW on this space. Whenever the LM is told to go to the right (left), it moves to the right (left) by a single step in this space.
The analytic results derived in [6] proved that if the "Oracle" was itself informative, the discretized RW learning was asymptotically optimal. Thus the mechanism would converge to a point arbitrarily close to the true value of λ* with an arbitrarily high probability.
The primary drawback of the scheme described in [6] is the fact that the steps made are always very conservative. Thus, as stated above, if the step size is increased the scheme converges faster, but with a correspondingly less accuracy.
A novel strategy combining Learning Automata (LA) [5] and pruning was used in [8] , which aims to search for the parameter in the continuous space when interacting with an informative Environment. Utilizing the response from the Oracle, Oommen et al. partitioned the interval of search into three disjoint subintervals, eliminating at least one of the subintervals from further search and recursively searching the remaining interval(s) until the search interval is at least as small as the required resolution of estimation.
In a subsequent work [9] , Oommen et al. introduced the Continuous Point Location with Adaptive d-ARY Search (CPL-AdS) which is a generalization of a portion of the work in [8] . In CPL-AdS, the given search interval is divided into d partitions representing d disjoint subintervals. In each interval, initially, the midpoint of the given interval was considered as the estimate of the unknown λ * . Each of the d partitions of the interval is independently explored using an -optimal two-action LA, where the two actions are those of selecting a point from the left or right half of the partition under consideration. Then, the authors eliminated at least one of the subintervals from being searched further, and recursively searched the remaining pruned contiguous interval until the search interval is at least as small as the required resolution of estimation. This elimination process essentially utilizes the -optimality property of the underlying automata and the monotonicity of the intervals to guarantee the convergence.
At each epoch consisting of a certain number, N ∞ , of iterations, the algorithm "confidently" discarded regions of the search space. In [7] , Oommen et al. reported the first known solution to the stochastic point location (SPL) problem when the environment is non-stationary.
Contributions
Our paper presents a set of novel contributions summarized below:
-With regard to the design and analysis of discretized parameter schemes, we submit that a fundamental contribution of this paper is the manner in which we have designed the discretized search space, by structuring it as a balanced binary tree. Traditional approaches for discretization work by restricting the corresponding parameter to be one of finite number of values in the interval [0, 1], and then a "one-dimensional" controlled RW is performed on the discretized space, where the transitions only occur between neighbor nodes, i.e to the "left" or to the "right". Instead, we propose a new philosophy for phenomenon of discretization itself, where the parameter space is structured as a binary tree. In brief, to each level of the tree, we associate a resolution that becomes finer at higher levels of the tree. -The paper presents a significant contribution to the families of solutions relevant to the SPL problem. -Extensive simulations results confirm that our scheme outperforms the stateof-the art discretized scheme [6] . We verify empirically that the proposed HSSL solution provides orders of magnitude faster convergence compared to the work reported in [6] . In addition, simulations results show that our scheme possesses an excellent ability to cope with nonstationary environments, both of which, we believe, are truly impressive! -We report the first analytical results for HSSL and prove that the HSSL is asymptotically optimal. The analysis of the scheme is a contribution in its own right to the field of Markov Chains and LA.
Merging the Fields of Binary Search and SPL in HSSL
The algorithm we propose operates by invoking a controlled RW on a tree. The space of the search is arranged in the form of a binary tree with depth D = log 2 (N ), where N , (which, for the sake of simplicity, is assumed to be a power of 2) is the resolution of the algorithm. The LM searches for the optimal value λ * by traversing the tree, moving from one tree node to another. The way by which this is achieved in explained below.
Definitions
Construction of Hierarchy: Let Δ = [σ, γ) be the current search interval containing λ * whose left and right (smaller and greater) boundaries on the real line are σ and γ, respectively. Without loss of generality, we initially assume that σ = 0 and γ = 1. The search space is constructed as follows: First of all, the hierarchy is organized as a balanced binary tree with depth D. To each node in the hierarchy we associate an interval. For convenience, we will index the nodes using their depth and their relative order with respect to the nodes situated at the same the depth. Following the same previously alluded to nomenclature, Δ {d+1,2j−1} is the Left Child of Δ {d,j} , and Δ {d+1,2j} is its Right Child.
Nodes at depth D:
At depth D, which represents the maximal depth of the tree, the nodes do not have children. In fact, when the search interval is at least as small as the required resolution of estimation, we do no further partitioning.
By virtue of the equi-partitioning property, for a given node j at depth d that is associated with the respective interval Δ {d,j} , we can deduce the values of the left and right boundaries of the interval to be: σ {d,j} = (j − 1)( Target Node: We define the Target node as the leaf node whose associated interval contains λ * .
Non-Target Nodes:
The Non-Target nodes are leaf nodes whose corresponding associated intervals do not contain λ * .
Resolution: Whenever the LM is at a certain node in the tree, we propose to use, as an estimate of the unknown λ * , the middle point of the interval itself. By virtue of the equi-partitioning of the intervals at each level of the tree, whenever the LM is at node of a certain depth d in the tree, the estimate of the unknown λ * will take a discretized value, a multiple of ( 1 2 ) d+1 . We call the resolution of the scheme, the number of leaf nodes, i.e N = 2 D .
Structure of the Search Space and Responses from the Environment
We intend to organize the search space in the form of a balanced binary tree, where each node corresponds to an interval range. Initially, we guess the midpoint of the given interval to be our estimate of the unknown λ * . The LM searches for the optimal value λ * by operating a RW on the tree, moving from one tree node to another, with the goal of locating the target leaf node. Each node in the tree is associated with an interval; e.g., the root is associated with the interval [0, 1). This interval is partitioned into two disjoint equi-sized intervals. Thus, the left child of the root is associated with [0, 1/2), the right child with [1/2, 1), etc.
At any given time instance, let us assume that the LM finds itself at a node S {d,j} in the tree, where j ∈ {1, ...,
The LM attempts to infer the next promising search interval that is likely to contain λ * by making a sequence of "informed" guesses. For each guess, the Environment essentially informs the LM, possibly erroneously (i.e., with probability p), which way it should move to reach the unknown point. Let Δ {d,j} be the interval that is associated with the node where the LM resides at the current time instant. The informed guesses correspond to a sampling at the boundary points of the interval: Δ {d,j} , and at the midpoint of the interval: mid(Δ {d,j} ).
We formalize this by saying that the sampled points can be expressed as a
, where
Further, let the corresponding respective responses from the Environment E be formulated as a tuple:
, is a random variable that can take either the value Left or Right. Since the environment is assumed faulty, we suppose that it suggests the correct direction with a probability p. Therefore Ω k , for k ∈ {1, 2, 3} can be formally defined according to whether λ is bigger or smaller than x k as:
L with probability p R with probability (1 − p), and
where for simplicity, we use L to imply a region to the "left" of the sampled point, and R to imply a point to the "right" of the sampled point. As a consequence of the above, it is easy to see that the overall effect of the Environment E is that it responds with one of the 2 3 possible results:
Based on these responses the LM moves to another node in the tree, either to the current node's parent, or to one of its children (Left Child /Right Child ). The rules for moving in the tree are summarized in Table 1 , and the formal result about the algorithm is stated in Theorem 1. 
Next Search Interval Condition
Theorem 1: The parameter learning algorithm specified by the rules summarized in Table 1 is asymptotically optimal if p is bigger than the conjugate of the golden ratio
In the interest of brevity, we omit the proof of Theorem 1. The proof is quite involved and can be found in [10] . 3 The golden ratio conjugate quantity is defined as Φ = 
Simulation Results
In this section, we present the results which demonstrate the power of the HSSL for the SPL. In order to confirm the superiority of our scheme, we have conducted extensive simulations results under different parameter settings. However, in the interest of brevity, we merely cite a few specific experimental results. In Table 4 we have recorded the true value of E[λ(∞)] for various values of p and the tree depth D = log 2 (N ) (i.e, the resolution is N = 2 D ) when the value of λ * is 0.9123. The values of p are 0.7, 0.85, and 0.95. The optimality property is empirically confirmed through the simulation. Observe that independent of whether the value of p is as low as 0.7 or as high as 0.95, E[λ(∞)] indefinitely approaches the optimal λ * as we increase the resolution. Note that for a depth D which equals 12, the final terminal value represents an error less than 0.0005% for p = 0.7, p = 0.85, and p = 0.95.
We now report the results of the second set of experiments in which we have tried to catalogue the convergence of E[λ(n)] with time, "n".
In order to obtain an understanding as to how the scheme converges with time, various simulations were conducted to evaluate the performance of the algorithm under a variety of constraints. In each simulation, 100 parallel experiments were conducted so that an accurate ensemble average of the results could be obtained. Again, although numerous experiments have been conducted, in the interest of brevity we shall merely report the results obtained for one set of experiments involving the unknown parameter λ * switching periodically between the values 0.9123 and 1−0.9123. We compared our results to the algorithm presented in [6] . Also, to be on the same level playing field, since there was no apriori information about the value λ * , at time instant 0, we initialized the LM of the original SPL scheme to the position N 2 , while the corresponding LM of the HSSL algorithm started from the root node.
In order to understand the effect of the resolution on the rate of convergence, we report the number of iterations required to reach a value that is 95% of the final value of λ * . In all brevity, we state that the HSSL algorithm outperformed the original SPL solution and learned the value of λ * much faster. The experimental results obtained are truly conclusive.
In the first set of experiment, we fixed p to 0.8. The plots of the corresponding results are shown in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) . In Fig. 1(a) , the resolution N was equal to 256 while λ * switched every 400 th iteration. In Fig. 1(b) , the resolution N was equal to 1, 024, while λ * switched every 1, 500 th iterations. From Fig. 1(a) , we see that in the first 400 iterations, it took the HSSL solution only 30 time instants to reach 95% of λ * , while the original SPL solution required 180 iterations. After the first environment "switch", i.e between time instants 400 and 800, we observe that the convergence speed of both algorithms decreased slightly. In fact, 95% of λ * was attained within 45 subsequent iterations in the case of the HSSL solution, while the original SPL solution took 350 iterations. Comparing the results of the first 400 iterations with that of the subsequent iterations, we conclude that although the final steady-state probabilities are independent of the starting state, in reality, the time that the LM took to converge to λ * is dependent on where one starts. In Fig. 1(b) , we show the results when we increased the resolution N to 1, 024. As in the previous case, from Fig. 1(b) , we observe that in the first 1, 500 iterations, it took approximately only 50 iterations for our HSSL solution to reach 95% of the optimal value λ * , while the original SPL solution spent 680 iterations. After the first environment switch, i.e between time instants 1500 and 3000, we observe that the convergence speed decreased. In fact, it took approximately 75 iterations for our HSSL solution to reach 95% of the optimal value λ * , while the original SPL solution required 1, 380 iterations. In these settings, the HSSL approach provided an order of magnitude (i.e., 18) faster convergence than the original SPL solution. This, we believe, is impressive. We further remark that, as we increased the resolution N from 256 (see Fig. 1(a) ) to 1024 (see Fig. 1(b) ) for the same p = 0.8, the convergence speed of the original SPL solution was significantly reduced while the speed of the HSSL was less affected by this. 
Conclusions
The SPL problem involves a LM that attempts to learn a parameter, for example, λ * , within a closed interval. For each guess, the environment essentially informs the mechanism with three responses, each possibly erroneous (i.e., with probability p), on which way it should move to reach the unknown point. We have presented a solution that involves discretizing the space, mapping the discretized intervals onto a binary tree and performing a controlled random walk on this space. The solution we have presented has been both analytically analyzed and simulated, with extremely fascinating results. Apart from formally analyzing this algorithm, we have also experimentally demonstrated its superiority over the state-of-the-art. From this perspective, our approach has been shown to provide orders of magnitude faster convergence speed than the traditional SPL solution [6] in non-stationary environments, i.e., where λ * changes over time.
